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јಶ።
ౘᅛጳି ٺ1988 ѐᒔ౾̀ጯҜޢӈΐˢ IBM Thomas
J. Watson Research Centerଂְࡁտ̍үĂࢋࡁտᅳાࠎྤ
फ़ऱ̶̈́ёᄃπҖё̝ྙય(query)Ϲ(ٽtransaction)ந
ԫఙĄ็நঘޝזк࣎ relations ̶̝ёྙયநĂ
ࢋߏͽ semijoin ۞͞ё྿זഴ͌ྤफ़็Ꮾณᄃྤफ़நณ
̝ϫ۞Ąౘି೩˘࣎Ϲ̢ેҖ semijoins  joins ۞౹າ
ଵໄͽهјΑг಼̂೩̶̿ёྙય۞நిޘĂ֭೩
ЧᆸѨ̝πҖநԫఙͽ೩ྤچफ़ऱྙયᄃϹٽ
̝ፋវેҖड़தĄࡁտј̏ڍజ၁ϡٺIBMྤफ़
ऱ࠹ᙯயݡĂ֭ᒔIBM Outstanding Innovation
Award ధк Research Ɲ Patent Awards ඈࢦࢋ
ረีĄ
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ౘି ٺ1996 ѐаᄂ̂ЇିĂ֭ᜈ၆ྤफ़
ऱᄃྤफ़ଣછ(data mining)ᅳાԸˢధк͕˧Ăࡁ
൴ଣ̝ྤफ़ଣછԫఙΒ߁Ĉ( ˘) ă࠹ᙯّ
(Association)ć(˟)ă̶ᙷّ(Classification)ć
(ˬ)ăึԔّ(Sequential Pattern)ć(α)ăᕱᜓྮश
(Traversal Patterns)ඈĂֱགྷϤ౹າଣછ͞ёٙ
̝ྤੈ၆ٺրྤ۞ఢထăᑕϡёड़ৈ̝

፟ƟྤੈƟ఼ੈࡊԫ

೩̿࠰ѣໂ̂۞ӄৈĂౘିٙ೩ధкԫఙϺ̏ј
ࠎጯఙ̝ࠧࢦࢋࡁտኝᗟĂ֭ࠎຽࠧயֹݡϡĄ
ౘିፋវࡁտјڍд઼ᅫ˯எᒔؠۺĂၷᓕࠎ
IEEE Fellow Ă֭ ٺ1998 ̈́ 2005 Ѩᒔᔛࠎ IEEE
Computer Society ̝ Distinguished Visitor Ăд઼̰
Ϻᒔም͛அࡁտረăՂ઼ကࡍϮࡁտረ઼̈́ࡊ
ົࡁտረĂ֭ ٺ2006 ѐᒔĶௐ˩ˬ̮ڌبረķ
Ŝ 2004ѐШܫٙາϠ̬ٙ˯ࡁտᅳા
̝ؠۺćጱࡁտϠ۞ࡁտјڍϺၷᒔ઼̰γኢ͛
ረีĄѩγĂౘିࡁտநኢᄃ၁ચ֭ࢦĂᚥٙጯ
םӄ઼̰யጯࠧԫఙ೩̿Ąౘିࡁտј˞ੵڍды۞
ഇΏ઼ᅫົᛉ˯൴ܑĂϺᑕϡٺ၁ᅫ۞யݡĂ֭ᒔ˞
࿅˟˩̣ี઼̰γӀĄౘିੵ˞ ٺ2003 ѐҌ 2006 ѐፉ
Їᄂ̂ܫٙٙܜĂϫ݈ፉЇགྷᑻొጱّາயݡฟ൴ͽ̈́
ຽࠧࡊࢍ൪९̝ԫᆶ؎ࣶĂͽ̈́Ķ઼ܫछࢍݭ൪ķ̚ᑕ
ϡڇચΡะˠĂ᎕ໂםӄ߆عခᐽϔมЋຽࡁ൴౹າĂഇ
ਕ၆೩̿யຽᆊࣃ઼̈́ᅫᚮ˧ۋѣٙᚥĄ

វᚥְᖹ
ౘିࢋጯఙࡁտᅳાࠎྤੈછീăྤफ़ऱă̈́Җજ
ࢍზĂፋវࡁտјڍᖳჇĂ̏൴ܑ࿅Ѻቔጯఙኢ͛Ă
̚ ٺIEEE  ACM ൴ܑ۞ഇΏኢ͛ӈѣ̱˩ዶቔćдኳ۞͞
ࢬĂౘି۞ࡁտјڍдጯఙࠧజᇃࠎ͔ϡĂ֭၁ચᆊ
ࣃĂ၆ࡊԫ൴णѣஎᅈᇆᜩĄౘିٺACM SIGMOD-95൴
ܑѣᙯԼซ Association Rule Mining ̝ႊზ̏ڱజᇃ͔ھϡ
֭јࠎຽࠧᇾ̈́யݡćΩౘିٺᄂ̂൴ܑдTransactions
on Knowledge and Data Engineering (TKDE)˯၆Data Mining
࠹ᙯԫఙ̶̝͛ژౢ̏јࠎѩᅳાࢦࢋ̝͛ᚥĂቔ͛
ౢдGoogle Scholarშ৭ࢍពϯ̏జ࠹ᙯኢ͔͛ϡ࿅800
ѨĂ ̚TKDE ̝ഇΏኢ͛Ϻ ٺISI შ৭ࢍజ͔ϡ྿ 200
ѨĄѩγĂౘି 1998 ѐ ٺTKDE ൴ܑ̝ Web Traversal
Pattern Mining ̝͛ౢϺజ ISI Еࠎ Highly Cited
Paper (ӈдྍѐ̝ޘٙѣТᅳા SCI ኢ͛̚జ͔
ϡᇴ݈ 1% ۰)Ą˵ߏ઼̰ྤੈᅳા͌ᇴ࿅ 5
ѐ̝ Highly Cited Paper Ą
ѩγĂౘିՀ᎕ໂ͔ጱࡁտϠซˢྤफ़
ଣછᅳા֭೩઼̿ᅫਕ֍ޘĂҌ2006ѐĂౘି
̏ѣ16Щ౾̀Ϡலຽͷкᇴຽ̏д̂ጯٕࡁտಏ
ҜЇᖚĄܕѐ̝јڍΒӣĈ
˘ăౘି ٺACM SIGKDD 2002 ̝ົᛉ̚
ᄃ౾̀Ϡ೩˘࣎Ξͽࣘᜪ̙Тྤफ़
̶ο̝ᕍะ͞ڱĂ֭ᙋྵٙѣА݈͞
ڱᐹĄ

Ŝ

2002ѐٺέΔᓝᏱPAKDD઼ᅫጯఙົᛉፉЇ̂ົ
ᛉय

˟ă ٺVLDB 2003 ᄃࡁտϠ൴ܑд Web Information
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Retrieval ̝ࡁտјڍĄѩኢֶ͛ྤੈଣછໄه೩
˘ຩವ፟טĂྵϫ݈GoogleՀˠّ̼Ăѩ͞ڱΞֶ
ֹϡ۰ͽـ௫ّአ༼৶͔̝ଵԔĄϫ݈̏ᒔ઼̰
ӀĄ
ˬăᄃ౾̀ϠࢵА೩ซё̝ྤफ़ଣછ (incremental
mining)ĂϺӈࠎྤफ़Ϊѣొ̶ត̼ॡ̝ડ߱ଣછ͞
ёĄѩࡁտ͞ШࢉϠࠎ˘ࢦᕇࡁտᅳાĂࡁտϠ֭
ᒔᐷᛡኢ͛ረĄ
ੵ˞ጯఙࡁտ̝γĂౘିϺ᎕ໂڇચ઼̰ٺγ̝ఙ፟
ၹ̈́߿જĂፉЇధкࢦࢋഇΏበᏭ؎઼ࣶ̈́ᅫົᛉࢦࢋᖚ
ચĂтྤੈછീᅳાᇆᜩ˧ഇΏIEEE TKDE۞EditorĂ
̈́ IEEE ICDE ᄃ VLDB ۞ Vice Chair Ă ̚ICDE ᄃ VLDB
ࠎϫ݈ྤफ़ऱᅳાᝋ̝ރጯఙົᛉĂኢ͛ତצதӮд
16% ͽ˭ĄѩγĂౘିഅ֭פۋᏱࢦࢋ઼ᅫົᛉ Pacific
Area Conf. on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (PAKDD02ćኢ͛ତצத̈ٺ25%) ٺᄂ៉ᓝҖĂ಼̂೩چᄂΔдྤੈ
ଣછᅳા઼̝ᅫਕ֍ޘĂ၆ᄂ៉࠹ᙯጯ۰ѣٙӄৈĄ
Ŝ

ٺPAKDD2002ज̚ᙜ

ࡁտण୕
ౘିϏֽ̝ࡁտ͞ШΒӣͽ˭α࣎ࡁտኝᗟĈ
˘ăྤफ़߹ (data streamsğ̝ྤफ़ଣછĈ
ྤफ़߹ຍдѣֱᑕϡ̚Ăٙ᎕யϠ۞ྤफ़ณܧ
૱̂Ă߇ڱԆБజർჄᐼх˭ֽĄᐌкಫវ̈́
შྮࡊԫ͟ৈჟซĂᇴҜྤफ़۞߹఼ᄃ᎕ֽ
֝ిĂЯѩྤफ़ณ֝ిᆧΐ̝ன෪ٙౄј۞ྤफ़
߹Ăֹ็۞ྤफ़ଣછԫఙᙱͽГజۡତֹϡĄ
тңΪᆶෛྤफ़˘Ѩӈᒔٙࢋ۞ଣછඕڍĂ̏ј
ࠎྤफ़ଣછᅳા͟႙ࢦࢋ̝ኝᗟĄ
˟ăͽർវྻზםӄଣછĈ
ధкາᎸშྮᑕϡĂྤफ़ΞਕΪ߹࿅ྵ̈۞
device ĂͷــᅮࢋઇӈॡՙؠĄᐌർវᄦ۞
ซՎĂ͘ёన౯Ğт PDA ̈́ smartphoneğӮ̏ਕ
ጾѣዋྤޘफ़ᐼх̈́ྻზਕ˧Ăࠎѣड़த۞ଂְྤ
फ़߹̝ଣછĂӀϡർវԫఙֽΐిྤफ़ଣછిޘј
ࠎࣃࡁտ̝ኝᗟĄ
ˬăშྮྤफ़நԫఙĈ

Ŝ
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дშྮྤफ़ந͞ࢬĂϤٺҖજన౯۞ࢍზ
ਕ˧ᄃពϯਕ˧࠹၆̙֖ĂЯѩд࿅შྮ
ࢋՐྤफ़ॡĂproxyυืࣧؕྤफ़ᖼೱјዋ
ЪҖજన౯۞ۍώĂтңдநҨڇጡ˯Ă
ࡁ൴ड़ਕ۞ྤफ̶़ژԣפ፟ͽט೩چშ
ྮᑕϡፋវड़ਕϺܨᅮྤफ़ऱშྮᅳાጯ

፟ƟྤੈƟ఼ੈࡊԫ

۰ВТࡁ൴Ą
дྤੈშྮᑕϡ͟႙̈́ͷᇴҜྤफ़֝ి᎕̝̫͟Ă
ֱኝᗟ̝ࡁտјڍഇ୕ѣӄٺᄂ៉࠹ᙯயຽϫ݈யݡᆊࣃ
̝೩̿Ą

ረຏ֏
଼ˠҋ 1 9 8 8 ѐ઼࡚ٺ৸ࡗэ̝ I B M T. J.
Watson Research Centerଂְࡁտ̍үࡗˣѐĂ1996
ѐܔаϓ७ᄂ៉̂ጯЇିᖚĂАߏࢍٺზ፟̈́ྤੈ
შྮ͕̚ፉЇିጯܜĂ˫ޢፉЇˬѐܫٙٙ
ܜĂ˘ᖼீಶ࿅˞˩ѐĄഇมྻضޝгਕᒔధк
Аซ̝೩ᛸᄃᑒӄĂՀѣ፟ົᄃޝкᄮৌ˯ซ۞ࡁ
տϠЪүĂТֳࡁտ౹ү̝ಈॆĄਕᒔѩঅၷ၆ፋ
វ̝ᒖဩ၁͕хຏ፬ćТॡϺܧ૱ຏᔁࡊ̮ڌԫ͛
ିૄົܛ೩ֻѩࢦࢋ̝ረᐽĂ˵ܧ૱ຏᔁᄂ៉̂ጯ
Ղঢ७̈́ܜ፟ྤੈጯੰ֓ᛂౢੰܜ၆଼ˠϦኛ९̝
ଯᖧĂͽ̈́ᆶߤ؎ࣶ၆ѩϦኛ९۞ؠۺĄ͟ؠޢᜈᄮ
ৌԸˢăჟৈՐჟĂࠎᄂ៉ጯఙࡁտ̈́யຽ൴णഈШ˘
࣎Հ࡚рᖳჇ۞ϏֽВТӅ˧Ą

၆ĺ̮ڌረĻ۞ഇ୕
кѐֽஎຏࡊԫซՎᄃϔϠࡅ઼̈́छ൴ण၁िि
࠹ᙯĄᄂ៉ߏ˘࣎·႕߿˧Ăְଐ༼ޝݶԣ۞г͞Ąԧ
ຐ̂छౌТຍࡊԫߏᄂ៉൴ण̝ࢦᕇĂ҃ԫఙ̝೩̿
ᄃΐࣃՀߏ͟ޢᚮ̝ۋӀૄĄдࡊԫᅳાĂࢬ၆Бّ
઼̝ࠧᚮۋĂጯࠧ൴णੵ˞߆͚عĂ၁ϺкᏥٺϔ
มயຽ̝ણᄃܳјĄੵ˞ֽҋயຽ̝ྤ೫ӄĂࡁտᅮ
Ր̝ޙᛉᄃј̝ڍរᙋĂͽഇะޥᇃৈĂВ౹кᛏĂՀ
ߏΞෳĄГ˘Ѩܧ૱ຏᔁࡊ̮ڌԫ͛ିૄົܛ၆ᄂ៉࠹
ᙯயຽԸ˧͕ڦĂഇޞਕᜈͽረี೩઼̰چຽጯ̝ࠧ
̢જĂજࡊԫࡁ൴̝јࡼܜӴĄ

Ŝ
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Achievements
Ming-Syan Chen received the B.S. degree in electrical engineering from National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan, and
the M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in Computer, Information and Control Engineering from The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
MI, USA, in 1985 and 1988, respectively. During his graduate
study, he worked with his advisor, Prof. Kang G. Shin, on rout-
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ing algorithms and task allocation schemes in hypercube
multicomputers. After his graduation, he joined IBM Thomas J.
Watson Research Center, NY, USA as a Research Staff Member
from 1988 to 1996 in which period he conducted research on
database and data mining issues in a group led by Dr. Philip S.
Yu. In 1996, Dr. Chen went back to National Taiwan University
as a faculty member and formed the Network Database Laboratory with his graduate students. The research interests of Prof.
Chen include database systems, data mining, mobile computing
systems, and multimedia networking. Up to the year of 2006,
Prof. Chen has produced 16 PhDs of whom most are affiliated with universities or research institutes after their
graduations.

Ŝ

2005ѐᄃࡁտϠٺݑआ㋋៉

Prof. Chen is widely recognized as one of the leading experts in distributed/parallel query processing and
data mining with very strong research credentials. He
has published more than 220 papers and edited two books,
and more than 60 of his journal papers are in very top
ACM/IEEE journals and transactions. According to
Google Scholar, the publications of Prof. Chen have received more than 4000 citations in total. He also filed 17
US patents (14 issued) and 7 Taiwan patents. He is a
recipient of IBM Outstanding Innovation Award, Teco Award,
Pan Wen Yuen Distinguish Research Award, NSC Distinguished
Research Award, and K.-T. Li Research Penetration Award. He
is also recognized as an IEEE Fellow (from Computer Society).

Technical Contributions
1. One of Prof. Chen's significant contributions is in the development of the framework that facilitates efficient execution
of distributed queries. His distributed query processing work
goes beyond the traditional paradigm of only using semijoins
as reducers for query cost reduction. Instead, he combined
joins and semijoins as reducers and devised an innovative approach to interleaving a sequence of joins with properly-identified semijoins to minimize the query execution cost. It was
shown that this new approach will lead to more performance
improvement by evaluating the effects of semijoins employed
with respect to a sequence of joins as a whole instead of with
respect to individual joins. This work has influenced the later
execution scenario of distributed and mobile queries.
2. Prof. Chen's work on parallel query processing exploited three
levels of parallelism for query processing, namely intra-

24
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operator, inter-operator, and inter-query levels, and led to significant reduction on query execution cost. The primary techniques devised for parallel query processing include (a) the
use of synchronous execution time concept for efficient execution of bushy tree plans, (b) the use of hash filters for parallel execution of sort-merge joins and hash joins, (c) applying segmented right-deep trees to pipelining multiple hash
joins, and (d) achieving optimal processor allocation in a pipeline of hash joins by solving a two-phase mini-max optimization problem, each of which has made clear advance in the
state of the art and contributed to the design of parallel query
optimizers in practice.
Ŝ

2002ѐᛷٺᆓګ

3. Prof. Chen is also recognized as one of the leading experts in
data mining. He was a guest co-editor of a special issue in
IEEE TKDE-96 which is the first special issue in data mining
areas. The TKDE paper he wrote in 1996 on surveying and
analyzing data mining techniques is one of the most cited data
mining papers and has received more than 800 citations according to Google Scholar and about 200 citations according
to ISI Web of Knowledge.
Several association rule mining techniques he proposed, including (a) a hash-based method to significantly reduce the
cost of itemset counting, (b) the scan reduction technique which
uses candidate itemsets to generate candidate itemsets so as
to reduce the database scans required, and (c) progressive incremental mining have been widely referenced
and adopted by subsequent mining works.
Specifically, the SIGMOD-95 paper on hash
based method for itemset reduction has also received more than 800 citations according to
Google Scholar.
4. Prof. Chen pioneered the work on exploring Web
traversal pattern mining in the Web, and also
contributed to the areas of Web search and Web Ŝ 2005ѐણΐVLDBᄃྤफ़ଣછጯ۰Ъᇆٺॗރ
content mining. His work on Web log pattern
mining has spawned many subsequent studies. His TKDE
paper on Web pattern mining is ranked by ISI as a highly cited
paper which is a paper receiving top 1% citation rate among
all SCI papers in the year of its publication.
5. Prof. Chen also made significant contributions to several other
issues in parallel and distributed systems. He was among the
very first to explore the hypercube parallel computer
architecture. His pioneering works on processor/subcube

ࡊԫˠ͛ᙯᘃд̮ڌ
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allocation, fault-tolerant routing, cube allocation, and task migration in hypercubes have spawned numerous subsequent
studies. He designed the topological structure, and routing and
broadcasting schemes for the hexagonal mesh multiprocessor
which later constituted the HARTS project at Univ. of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, USA.

Ŝ

ڒߦٺVLDB2003൴ܑጯఙኢ͛

6. Prof. Chen has made important professional service to the
community of computer science, including being editors for
IEEE TKDE, VLDB Journal, KAIS, and JISE, and being program chairs/vice chairs for major academic conferences,
VLDB, ICDE, ICDCS, PAKDD, and IEEE INFOCOM. He is
steering committee member of PAKDD and was invited as a
Distinguished Visitor from IEEE Computer Society twice
(1998-2000 and 2005-2007).

Research Prospect
The future research of Prof. Chen will encompass issues in
databases, data mining and mobile computing. The research directions of Prof. Chen include the following.
1. Mining in data stream environments:
Mining in data streams where data can only be investigated once has become a topic of increasing importance.
In addition to those on considering a data stream at a
time, more and more emerging applications require
monitoring multiple data streams concurrently. Such
applications include online stock market analysis, call
record analysis in telecommunication, data collection
in sensor networks, etc. It is of practical importance to
discover interesting and useful knowledge, in terms of
association, classification and sequential patterns, by
analyzing the relationship between these multiple data
streams so as to make timely decisions.
2. Hardware-enhanced mining:
Due to the fast increase on the amount of data in various
applications, it has become essential to develop more
efficient algorithms to extract knowledge from the data.
However, the volume of data is increasing much faster
than CPU execution speed, thereby imposing a strong
influence on the performance of pure software solutions.
As a result, it is envisioned that using hardware devices
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to accomplish part of the data mining task is a research
direction worth of exploring.
3. Data management in network environments:
Recent technology advances in multimedia networking
have ushered in a new era of personal communication.
Users can ubiquitously access the Internet via various
mobile devices. For the mobile devices featured
with lower-bandwidth network connectivity,
transcoding is used to reduce the object size by
lowering the quality of a multimedia object. In
light of the corresponding mining results, the
design of efficient data caching and transcoding
(in levels of signals, data, and semantics)
schemes will be matters of our future research. Ŝ 2006ѐᄃࡁտϠາΐણΐPAKDD

About Winning Teco Award
It is my great honor to receive this Teco Award. I would
like to express my sincere appreciations to President Si-Chen
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